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A Benefit for the front end 
GUETTLER presents its “Frontpacker Avant” up to 6m working width. The testing 
team of TOP AGRAR tested this heavy weight with a tine bar  -  in combination with 
different seeding tools 

There are two possible strategies:  either weigthing the front axis of tractor with a ballast while drilling – that`s 
cheap ballast. Or embedding the front hydraulic system in soil preparation:  the latter was chosen and was 
implemented  over a complete season – using a Guttler Frontpacker Avant 610-56 U. 

Master  of The Rings: the structure of the 6,15m wide front rack is fast explaned. Core of the Frontpacker is the 
Simplex-Prism Roller with rings of 56 cm diameter, embedded in a stable frame. 

To save some weight , the rings are not closed, but manufactured as a torque-wheel. A ring consists of two 
halfs, which are pinned with 4 screws on a 140 X 140 mm square shaft. If a prism roll should eventually be 
replaced, this enables a quick replacement, without disassembling the whole roller. 

But: according to Güttler this is only seldom the case,  due to the chosen material of highly break-proof 
Sphaero-Cast. 

– During our testing period of one year we had no malfunction, on widely stonefree soils.

The  tiltable roller is divided in 3 segments: the middle segment has a width of 1,8o m, the both extension 
arms are of 2,17m. The shafts are based in double sealed ball bearings. The total weight of the 6m-roller is 2 
tons. Alternaqtively these rings are available out of light, but robust  synthetic material. This saves 400 kg of 
weight

More intense with tines: The “Frontpacker” we choose for our test was fitted with the supplementary tine front 
gear “KULTI”:  Three rows of spring tines, having a diameter of 45 x 12 mm and a panel width of 3 cm, are 
leveling the soil prior to the roll. 

On tilled soil this is works well, on mulch sowing  areas with a high amount of straw the middle row of tines 
had to be removed sometimes. 

Lays on the soil like a 
board: the GÜTTLER-Packer 
manages well without a 
front chock. Slight curve 
movements are possible 
with the Avant.



Even the passage with 46 cm above is sufficient, the short distance of 25 cm of the bars can be a limitating factor 
at 15 cm line distance.  

The regulation of the both tine fields leaves one perfectly happy. With two spindles on each, the two segments 
can be regulated continuously in hight and inclination. With the tractor`s upper link there `s a little to fight 
regarding the 6m-Avant. This should be short to some extent, otherwise the excavation hight is unsufficient for 
the folding. 

And as the power is the topic: with the tine front gear the Avant weights impressive 2,9t – this task should be 
handled by the front hydraulic system. 

A warning should be expressed regarding too humide conditions: if the roller gets filled with soil, the lifting 
capacity is exhausted quickly even on large tractors. But this happened only once, because the Simplex roller has 
a really good self-cleaning effect. Alternatively to the 3-bar tine front gear  GÜTTLER presents for its Avant also 
an one-row levelling harrow – but this more intended for use on  light soils. 

We used the FRONTPACKER in a 6m rotary harrow drill-combination  for rapeseed, grain and even corn. 
Regardless to soil and seeding: the rotary harrow could always set flatter, as it would have been the case without 
the Frontpacker. The soil was re-solidated as much that the tractor wheels left a relatively low lane. With the 
front weight the machine traces obviously deeper – a track the harrow has to refill afterwards. 

Faster with the PACKER: This effect was also obviously constated regarding the seeding good deposition. The 
coulters can deposite the grain even more consistent – and if necessary  - in a flatter way. Especially regarding 
the corn deposition where regularly two aggregates are used in the tractor lane, this has an effect. Due to the 
better re-consolidation before seeding, one can save subsequently the rolling-over after seeding and thereby one 
operation. 

Naturally we were curious about the need of force. The concern that the chosen 300 PS tractor turns off with this 
front cultivator, could not be affirmed – on the contrary

Generally  the speed travelling with the Frontpacker was 2-3 km/h faster as if without. The Power  the packer 
needs in front is saved easily in the rear-end. The better driving comfort one appreciates from the very first. 

More efficiency: 
To expand the range of operation, we also worked rapeseed strubbles with the front gear. 

This way the middle tine bar has to be removed, for that the cultivator jams. As counter weight in the rear at least 
1000 kg are necessary. The tine harrow was set the way that it affected the soil very low to burry not the rape. 
This works well. Speed levels up to 18 km/h were possible: with the 300 PS tractor we achieved a acreage 
performance of approx. 8 ha/ h , on a fuel consumption of 2,9l/ ha. 

For a comparison of the aground behavior of the oilseed rape we did some stripe experiments experiments with a 
flail mower. The operation results of the mower naturally looks cleaner, less stems remain standing. 40 % of the 
stems survive the front roller – but they are struck or bent so that they can rot. On the oilseed rape after 3 weeks 
no differences between the two variations could be seen. 

Even to roll down the intertillage the GUETTLER Prism Roller is suitable. Then one has to remove the tine bar. This 
way, this front gear – at a price of almost 19000 € - can be used on many operations,   and at good utilization 
rate. It remains one deficit: Even the transport width is only 2,7m, the road transport is a complex situation. And 
with a distance of 5m from the steering wheel center an escort vehicle is obligatory. 

Author: Jan-Martin Küper

Quick Info – at a glance: 

• The Frontpacker Avant is available as a SOLO-Roller-Version
or with a 3-bar tine bar harrow

• The re-consolidation all over the whole operating width
effectuates a more consistent seeds deposition.

• To effectuate a better degree of utilisation one can use the
AVANT for the crushing of stubbles.



Translated partially by Güttler GmbH - the original version in German is available at TOP AGRAR, a publication of 
Landwirtschaftsverlag GmbH, Hülsebrockstr. 2-8,  D-48165 Münster

Even for higher 
speedtine seeding 
machine

The front weight 
that works for you

For the seeding of beet, 
corn, rapeseed, 

vegetables.

Available for front  or rear 
(configurated with a steering 
component)
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